KIC 60000-018 Brake Drum

Advanced Stopping Technology

KIC 60000-018 Brake Drum
Why choose a KICast® 60000 series drum?
KIC has answered the need for an affordable full cast brake drum that meets the optimal balance between weight savings
and drum strength with the KICast 60000-018 with Advanced Stopping Technology (AST). The optimized design leverages
new technology to outperform other drums in a heavier weight class to save you money. The KICast 60000-018 offers the
highest strength to weight ratio and best cost of ownership value in the market today.
By specifying the KICast 60000-018, you can be confident that your truck or trailer has a drum designed with advanced
optimization techniques to deliver superior stiffness and braking performance.

Features

Benefits

Design optimi zed with advanced CFD (Computational
Fluid Dynamics) techniques

The 60000-018 design is optimi zed for stiffness to
weight ratio and generates more static torque versus
other drums in higher weight classes

Pocketed mounting flange

Weight reduction in a non-critical area results in a lower
weight drum to provide more payload and weight savings

Available with factory balance to 20 in. oz.

Improved NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness)
characteristics for a smoother ride

Cast-in stacking tabs

Easier storage and handling, minimi zes chance of
damage to brake surface

SPE C IF I CAT I O NS

Part Number

60000-018

Brake Size

16.5 x 7.00

Width of Brake Surface

7.56"

Pilot Diameter

8.78"

Bolt Circle Diameter

11.25"

Bolt Holes

10

Bolt Hole Size

1.00"

Wheel Type

Disc

Drum Mount

Outboard/HPM

Drum Weight

102 lbs.

GAWR

23,000 lbs.

Call your sales representative for pricing and distribution channels.
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